We investigate the performance of niobium nitride superconducting coplanar waveguide resonators towards hybrid quantum devices with magnon-photon coupling. We find internal quality factors ∼ 20000 at 20 mK base temperature, in zero magnetic field. We find that by reducing film thickness below 100 nm internal quality factor greater than 1000 can be maintained up to parallel magnetic field of ∼1 T and perpendicular magnetic field of ∼100 mT. We demonstrate strong coupling of these resonators with an yttrium iron garnet sphere which suggests that these cavities will serve as a good platform for studying magnon-photon coupling in 2D ferromagnet based hybrid quantum systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Superconducting coplanar waveguide (SCPW) resonators are of interest as elements of architecture for hybrid quantum systems and quantum computation related studies. The two dimensional (2D) structure, scalability and control over impedance across varying length scales for SCPW provide a natural way to couple them with various mesoscopic systems. They have been used for making kinetic inductance detectors [1] , parametric amplifiers [2, 3] and have been coupled to superconducting qubits [4] , nano-mechanical resonators [5, 6] , spin ensembles [7] [8] [9] and quantum dots [10, 11] . They have become an important component for realizing hybrid quantum devices.
For application of SCPW resonators in hybrid quantum devices involving novel systems such as ESR systems [9, [12] [13] [14] , NV centers [7, 8] and different topological systems [15] [16] [17] , performance under magnetic field is additionally required. Furthermore, with the advent of 2D magnetic materials [18] and possibility to utilize their unique properties in hybrid quantum designing schemes ∼100 mT magnetic fields in arbitrary directions is required. This additional requirement for the SCPW resonators necessitates use of type-II superconductors having high upper critical magnetic field (H C 2 ) like Mo-Re, TiN, Nb-Ti-N and NbN [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . In the presence of magnetic field, flux vortices are generated in these materials which causes dissipative vortex motion in presence of high frequency oscillatory currents. Moreover, reduction in Cooper pairs due to formation of normal cores of the vortices causes increase in kinetic inductance which effects in decrease in resonance frequency [24] . Control over this kind of vortex induced dissipation can be achieved through introduction of pinning sites to trap the vortices which can either be done by utilizing intrinsic disorder [25] or by fabricating artificial pinning sites [26] [27] [28] .
Niobium nitride (NbN) is a disordered type-II superconductor with a high transition temperature (T C ≈ 16.8 K), high upper critical magnetic field (H C 2 ≈ 15 T), small coherence length (≈ 5 nm) and large penetration depth (≈ 250 nm) [29] [30] [31] . NbN thin films of varying thicknesses with moderately high T C can be realized, which are also stable in ambient condition and robust with respect to thermal cycling from room temperature to cryogenic temperatures. Another interesting property of NbN is that its T C depends mainly on the carrier density (and not disorder) for samples with T C > 10 K [29] . This makes NbN a potential candidate for reducing dissipation due to vortices by utilizing inherent disorder. In this work we fabricate and probe the properties of NbN SCPW resonators. Traditionally, SCPW resonators are fabricated by careful substrate surface preparation followed by the deposition of superconducting film. Subsequently, etching processes are used to pattern the resonator. Here we intentionally use a simple lift-off based fabrication process. The motivation behind this approach is two-fold: (a) it helps to establish baseline properties and (b) it opens up the possibility to integrate novel exfoliable materials into microwave circuitry. The NbN SCPW resonators are characterized by investigating the internal quality factor (Q i ) for different drive powers (P RF ), temperature (T ), and two configurations of the magnetic field (B) primarily for two different thicknesses (t) of the NbN thin film. We find Q i of ∼ 2 × 10 4 at 20 mK and zero magnetic field. We also find that Q i is higher than 1000 for in-plane fields of ∼ 1 T and perpendicular fields of ∼ 100 mT. Few 100 mT is often the magnetic field range around which many materials show ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic and electron spin resonances [32, 33] . For example, using average g-factor of 2.2 for chromium trihalides [34] we find that approximately 160 mT magnetic field is required for resonant coupling of the magnons in these materials with microwave photons in a resonator with resonance frequency around 5 GHz. This makes NbN SCPW resonators an optimal platform for studying collective spin oscillations in different materials. Here we demonstrate coupling between microwave photon mode in an NbN SCPW resonator and magnon modes in an yttrium iron garnet (YIG) sphere.
II. DEVICE FABRICATION AND TRANSPORT MEASUREMENTS
We use intrinsic silicon and sapphire substrates for fabrication of the SCPW resonators. First, the wafers are spincoated with a bilayer resist consisting of EL9 and PMMA 950 A2. Subsequently, resonator pattern is made by electron beam lithography and developing in a solution of MIBK and IPA in 1:3 volume ratio. NbN is then deposited by reactive DC sputtering with a niobium (Nb) target at a sputtering power of 230 W in presence of continuous flow of 11 sccm of nitrogen and 70 sccm of argon at a sputtering pressure of 6.5 × 10 −3 mbar and temperature 120°C [29] . After sputtering, lift-off is done in acetone to remove the remaining resist along with excess NbN film on top of them. On an NbN film of thickness 80 nm, transport measurements give a T C ≈ 12.5 K, H C > 14 T, RRR ≈ 0.9 and room temperature resistivity ≈ 1.95 µΩ m. Variation of resistivity with temperature for the NbN film on intrinsic silicon substrate is shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 inset shows SEM image of an NbN film where disorder is clearly visible.
III. DEVICE GEOMETRY AND MICROWAVE MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE
The SCPW resonators are designed in half-wave single port configuration. Fig. 2 (a) shows SEM image of the device. The resonator has a trace width of 28 µm and has been designed from a section of coplanar waveguide with characteristic impedance of 46 Ω on intrinsic silicon, neglecting the surface impedance of the superconducting film. A coupling capacitor is made between input port and the resonator for coupling microwave power in-and-out of the resonator. The measurements are done in a dilution fridge and sufficient number of attenuators are kept at different plates of the fridge in the input line to ensure proper thermalization of microwave photons reaching the sample (more details in the Supplemental Material).
Ratio of reflected to input signal for a one-port capacitively coupled resonator in reflection geometry, as seen in Fig. 2 (a), is described by the reflection coefficient S 11 . Within the linear response of the resonator, S 11 as a function of frequency ( f ), for a half-wave single port resonator can be modeled by,
where Q i is the internal quality factor, Q e is the external quality factor and f 0 is the resonance frequency [6] . Fig. 2 (b) shows a representative measurement of the real part of S 11 taken at 20 mK and zero magnetic field, along with the fitted curve using Eq. 1. This allows us to extract the Q i for various studies done in this work. We find maximum Q i ≈ 22000 at 20 mK temperature and zero magnetic field. We note that Q e determines the coupling of the resonator to the external measurement circuitry. We have studied resonators which are designed to be overcoupled (Q i > Q e ) and undercoupled (Q i < Q e ) at base temperature and zero magnetic field, to capture variation of Q i in regimes with different internal loss rates. We have used the in-phase response (real part of S 11 ) to extract out the resonator parameters (details in the Supplemental Material).
IV. CHARACTERIZATION WITH RESPECT TO TEMPERATURE AND MICROWAVE POWER
After establishing the basic characterization procedure, we study the internal loss of the resonator by varying experimental conditions such as drive power, temperature and magnetic field in different orientations; our primary focus is on devices fabricated on intrinsic silicon substrate (characterization for sapphire substrate is included in the Supplemental Material). Dependence of resonance characteristics on P RF is performed to investigate the performance of these resonators at and below single photon power level. From Fig. 3 (a) we observe a small increasing trend in Q i as the mean number of microwave photons in the cavity is increased. Such a behavior suggests the presence of two-level systems (TLS) [35] . At higher power, TLS get saturated and result in higher Q i . For all the subsequent measurements discussed in the manuscript, we use a measurement power equivalent to approximately 10 3 photons in the resonator. Temperature dependence of the Q i and ∆ f 0 f 0,0 (where ∆ f 0 is shift in resonance frequency from its value at base temperature and zero magnetic field, f 0,0 ) has been shown in Fig. 3 ((b) and inset of (b) respectively). As a general trend, above T ≈ 4 K f 0 of the resonators show a downward shift. This reduction in f 0 can be attributed to the increasing kinetic inductance due to reduction in the number density of available Cooper pairs. Furthermore, for the same reason, increase in number density of quasiparticles causes internal losses to increase, thereby lowering Q i . A downward shift in the relative frequency shift below T ≈ 1.5 K confirms the presence of TLS [35] .
V. STUDYING DEPENDENCE ON PARALLEL AND PERPENDICULAR MAGNETIC FIELD
As our primary motive is to develop these resonators for magnon coupling experiments [33, 36, 37] , it is imperative to characterize their response in magnetic field. Although the resonance frequency of a magnon mode depends on the geometry and the material properties, usually a magnetic field of ∼ 100 mT could be sufficient to obtain magnon modes near 5 GHz [32, 33] . Magnetic field dependence of the resonators in orientations parallel (B para ) and perpendicular (B perp ) to the SCPW plane has been shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 (a) and (b) show the color-scale plots of |S 11 | 2 as a function of frequency and magnetic field for an NbN SCPW resonator, with film thickness 72 nm, on intrinsic silicon substrate, for field orientations parallel and perpendicular to the SCPW plane. These measurements have been done in zero-field-cooled condition to address magnetic field induced losses while continuously varying magnetic field, as is required in many applications. Note that here the cavity is designed to be overcoupled at zero magnetic field. In overcoupled regime, |S 11 | 2 shows small variations (however the resonance feature can be clearly seen in the phase response) and hence resonance dip is not visible at zero magnetic field. The dip starts appearing as vortex induced losses show up at higher fields. Fig. 4 (c) and (d) show the Q i values extracted from fit using Eq. 1 for resonators in magnetic field orientation parallel and perpendicular to the SCPW plane respectively. Resonators in parallel field show slower decrease in Q i . This agrees with the fact that all the films have thicknesses below penetration depth. Whereas, for perpendicular field the rate of degradation of Q i is much faster due to the dominant role of vortex dynamics induced losses over quasiparticle losses [38] .
Comparing the data for variation with magnetic field parallel to the SCPW plane, shown in Fig. 4 (c) for 217 nm and 72 nm thick NbN films, we note that the degradation of Q i is slower for the thinner film as dissipation due to vortex dynamics plays a lesser role and only quasiparticle losses are important; while for the thicker film this is not the case and there is an early onset of vortex dynamics induced losses. NbN films with smaller thicknesses maintain higher Q i (> 10 3 ) up to higher parallel magnetic field B para ≈ 1 T due to lower flux creep. For orientation of magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of the film, Q i > 10 3 is observed up to B perp ≈ 100 mT field.
In Fig. 4 (c) and (d) the resonators are overcoupled (Q i Q e ) at zero field. The choice of Q e for this is good for tracking Q i up to larger field range, but leads to high error-bars in fits for Q i in regime of low internal loss, which is realized near zero magnetic field. So, for determining Q i more precisely in low magnetic field regime, we fabricated another set of resonators with lower coupling capacitor such that Q i < ∼ Q e at zero field. Fig. 4 (e) and (f) show the result of analysis for Q i with this Q e and we notice that these results are consistent and have smaller fitting errors (additional details in the Supplemental Material).
The near quadratic and linear dispersion trends in Fig. 4 an NbN SCPW resonator with NbN film thickness 72 nm, with frequency and magnetic field for field orientations parallel and perpendicular to the SCPW plane respectively. (c) and (d) Variation of Q i with magnetic field for film thicknesses 217 nm and 72 nm on intrinsic silicon substrate, for parallel and perpendicular field orientations respectively. These resonators are overcoupled, Q i Q e , at zero magnetic field; Q i reduces with increasing magnetic field due to vortex induced losses and eventually goes to undercoupled regime, Q i < Q e ; in undercoupled regime |S 11 | 2 shows a dip at resonance frequency, while for Q i Q e , change in |S 11 | 2 is minimal. Although Q i can be tracked up to large magnetic field range using this choice of Q e , it gives rise to high error-bars in fits for Q i when Q i Q e (near zero field). Another set of resonators with Q i < ∼ Q e are studied to accurately determine Q i near zero field. Dependencies at lower fields are more accurately calculated using these undercoupled resonators having film thickness 80 nm and are shown in (e) and (f) for parallel and perpendicular magnetic fields respectively; here the error-bars have reduced to size comparable to the markers. Measurements were performed at 20 mK temperature. magnetic field respectively, is well described by Abrikosov-Gor'kov (AG) theory [39] . For SCPW resonators, resonance frequency of the fundamental mode can be written as
with l, C l and L l being the length, capacitance per unit length and inductance per unit length of the resonator. The total inductance contains contribution from the geometric inductance (L g , per unit length) and the kinetic inductance (L k , per unit length). As the shift in resonance frequency comes from the kinetic inductance part, it is straight forward to obtain ∆L k
represents change in associated quantity from its B = 0 T value. Now we use the fact that for T T C , L k ∝ 1 T C and k B ∆T C = − πα 4 where α is the half of depairing energy and for a thin film in perpendicular magnetic field case it can be written as α = DeB perp [39, 40] where D is the electronic diffusion constant and e is magnitude of electron charge. Using this formalism we fit a straight line ∆ f 0 f 0,0 = −kB perp to the dispersion (details in the Supplemental Material) and find D from the re-
. We find D ≈ 5 × 10 −4 m 2 s −1 which is close to values reported previously [41] . We observe a weak hysteresis in the measurement depending on the sweep direction of the magnetic field (details in the Supplemental Material). All the measurements presented in Fig. 4 were recorded consistently with an upward sweep direction of the magnetic field. In parallel field orientation, a misalignment between the direction of the magnetic field and the plane of the superconducting film, can also cause losses due to a non-zero out of plane component of the magnetic field. In our experiment, we estimated this misalignment to be less than 1°, as the shift in resonant frequency remains flat for parallel magnetic field up to ≈ 0.8 T.
VI. COUPLING BETWEEN RESONATOR MODE AND MAGNETOSTATIC MODES IN YIG SPHERE
YIG is a ferrimagnetic insulator which sustains magnetostatic modes; resonance frequencies of these modes show dispersion with applied static magnetic field. Coupling between a microwave photon and a magnon (quantum of the magnetostatic modes) takes place through the interaction of the magnetic moments with the RF magnetic field of the microwave photons, which helps in persistent spin precession by overcoming Gilbert damping. Strong coupling between magnons in YIG with microwave photons has been realized in experiments including SCPW resonators [36, 42] as well as 3D cavities [37, 43] . It has been used in various hybrid device schemes [43, 44] and is a topic of interest till date [45] [46] [47] . For demonstrating application of our NbN SCPW resonators towards cavity magnonics devices, we placed a YIG sphere of 500 µm diameter at the current antinode of an NbN resonator for coupling the magnons in YIG with the microwave photons in the SCPW resonator. To check this coupling, we monitor the reflection coefficient of the cavity as the magnetic field perpendicular to the sample is swept. Fig. 5 (a) shows multiple avoided crossings between the microwave photon mode of NbN SCPW resonator and several magnon modes of the YIG sphere. We find the coupling strength between the resonator mode and the magnetostatic Kittel mode [48] , corresponding to uniform precession of the magnetic moments, to be g/2π ≈ 60 MHz (corresponding coupling strength per Bohr magneton, g 0 /2π ≈ 0.5 Hz), as shown in the line-plot in Fig. 5 (b) corresponding to B perp = 169 mT. This is larger than both the microwave photon decay rate of κ i /2π ≈ 5 MHz at 169 mT perpendicular field and the magnon decay rate of κ m /2π ≈ 1.12 MHz [43] ; this is the key signature of strong coupling between the microwave photons and the magnons. Using these values, we also find the cooperativity C ≈ g 2 κ i κ m ≈ 643. This shows that our NbN SCPW resonators can be an ideal platform for studying collective spin oscillations in different systems.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have fabricated NbN SCPW resonators using a simple fabrication process and probed their baseline properties. We see Q i > 10 3 persisting up to perpendicular magnetic field of 100 mT which is two times higher than the previously reported results [28] . Using substrate surface treatments and vortex trapping schemes Q i of these resonators can be made even higher with better performance possibly up to even higher magnetic fields. Our fabrication protocols have the potential to incorporate exfoliable crystals in the microwave circuits. Furthermore, we have also demonstrated the effectiveness of these resonators in coupling with spin ensembles to study collective spin oscillations and making hybrid quantum devices. Fig. S1 (a) shows schematic of the circuit for reflection measurement of the NbN SCPW resonators. Measurements are done in an Oxford Triton dilution fridge containing a superconducting magnet. Input line of the RF signal includes several attenuators at different stages of the fridge as shown, for proper thermalization of the microwave photons reaching the sample. Input and output paths are separated using a circulator from Quinstar (OXE89 CTH0408KC) before the device. Amplification is done by a Low Noise Factory amplifier (LNF-LNC0.3_14A) attached to the 4 K plate of the fridge. Attained base temperature at sample is 20 mK. The superconducting coil around the sample is used to apply magnetic field. The measurements are done using an Anritsu (MS46122B) vector network analyzer (VNA). Fig. S1 (b) shows a lumped element equivalent to the device.
SII. COMPARISON BETWEEN OVERCOUPLED AND UNDERCOUPLED RESONATORS
Proper designing of coupling capacitor (C C ) is essential in extracting internal Q of the resonators accurately in regimes with different internal loss rates. Reflection coefficient (S 11 ) of a one-port resonator as a function of frequency is given by
where k i = κ i /2π and k e = κ e /2π are internal and external loss rates respectively and f 0 is the resonance frequency of the resonator [6] . They are related to internal Q (Q i ) and external Q (Q e ) by Q i = 2π f 0 κ i = f 0 k i and Q e = 2π f 0 κ e = f 0 k e . Note that an overall constant phase factor to S 11 with 0 or π phase can give rise to a dip or peak respectively in the real part of S 11 , which are equivalent. For understanding effect of chosen Q e in accuracy of extracted Q i using Eq. (S1), we do numeric calculations in Mathematica, as shown in Fig. S2 . Greater shift in peak height (∆h) of real part of S 11 for same Q i variation provides higher accuracy in estimation of Q i . Fig. S2 (a) and (b) show variation in ∆h in high Q i (i.e. low k i ) regime for high (10 MHz) and low (0.1 MHz) values of chosen k e respectively. For the higher values of Q i considered in Fig. S2 , these correspond to overcoupled (Q i > Q e ) and undercoupled (Q i < Q e ) designs respectively. High Q i regime is realized near base temperature of 20 mK and zero magnetic field. Fig. S2 (c) and (d) show variation in ∆h in low Q i (i.e. high k i ) regime for these two choices of k e . Low Q i regime is realized as losses are introduced in the system due to increase in temperature and/or magnetic field. Fig. S2 (e) shows (e) shows a comparison between these two designs of k e at different k i . From these plots we observe that an overcoupled design is preferable for good fit in low Q i regime and an undercoupled design is preferable for good fit in high Q i regime. a comparison between k e = 10 MHz and k e = 0.1 MHz in terms of variation of ∆h with k i . From these panels we note that in the high Q i regime undercoupled design (low k e with k e < k i ) is preferable for good fit, whereas in the low Q i regime overcoupled design (high k e with k e > k i ) is preferable for good fit. We use resonators with Q e ≈ 400 and Q e ≈ 22000 for characterization of the resonators. We find that although lower Q e is useful for extracting Q i up to higher magnetic fields it gives high errorbars in the lower magnetic fields. Whereas, using higher Q e enables us to extract Q i with higher accuracy in low magnetic field regime, as implied by much lower error bars as shown in main text (Fig.4 ). This agrees with our comparison in Fig. S2 S3. (a) and (b) Simultaneous fit to real and imaginary parts of S 11 respectively, of normalized experimental data for an NbN SCPW resonator at zero magnetic field and 20 mK base temperature using Eq. S1. We have extracted system parameters by fitting to the real part of S 11 data using Eq. S1. Simultaneous fitting to both real and imaginary part of S 11 is also possible for slight improvement. Fig. S3 (a) and (b) show the simultaneous fits to real and imaginary parts of normalized S 11 obtained from measurement of a resonator with Q e ≈ Q i ≈ 22000; this is close to the value obtained by fitting only to the real part of S 11 as mentioned in main text. Further improvement can be done by implementing ways of continuous background calibration during magnetic field sweep to eliminate the background, which shows slight variation with increasing magnetic field, from the measured signal. Table SI shows a comparison of highest applied magnetic field, in orientations parallel and perpendicular to the SCPW plane, up to which Q i > 10 3 is retained, with previous reports for other type-II superconductors. We observe that even in absence of any substrate surface treatment and flux trapping schemes, our NbN resonators retain Q i > 10 3 up to parallel fields comparable to and perpendicular field twice the maximum value reported previously for an SCPW resonator. Further implementation of substrate surface treatments and flux trapping schemes are expected to increase this maximum field of high Q i retention even more. Fig. S4 (a) and (b) show variation of Q i of an NbN SCPW resonator on sapphire substrate with a film thickness of 94 nm with microwave power and temperature respectively. Inset of Fig. S4 (b) shows variation of ∆ f 0 / f 0,0 with temperature. We note that the variations are similar to intrinsic silicon substrate as shown in main text. 
SIV. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS REPORTS

SV. CHARACTERIZATION OF RESONATORS ON SAPPHIRE SUBSTRATE WITH MICROWAVE POWER AND TEMPERATURE
SVI. CHARACTERIZATION OF RESONATORS ON SAPPHIRE SUBSTRATE WITH MAGNETIC FIELD
SVIII. HYSTERESIS WITH MAGNETIC FIELD
We observe some amount of hysteresis in the NbN SCPW resonators depending upon the direction of magnetic field sweep. Fig. S7 (a) and (b) show hysteresis in Q i of a resonator on intrinsic silicon substrate. We observe that for the perpendicular field, Q i is higher in down-sweep of field compared to the up-sweep; whereas, for the parallel field, we observe regimes with higher as well as lower Q i in down-sweep compared to up-sweep. The perpendicular field case is similar to previous report and is similar to prediction from Norris-Brandt-Indenbom (NBI) model with inhomogeneous current density [49] . But the presence of two regimes in case of parallel field sweep suggests the presence of grain boundaries [50, 51] in the NbN film, which is also apparent from the SEM image of an NbN film as shown in the inset of Fig.1 in the main text. 
